
SILICON VALLEY SURPRISE 
Wens Gerdyman still can’t believe he’s working in Silicon Valley. A native of Java, 
Indonesia, he thought he would return home after receiving his BS in Electrical 
Engineering from the University of Wisconsin. But, after three years as an operations 
engineer at Procter & Gamble he went back to school for his MBA at UC Berkeley. A firm 
believer that one should follow the unknown paths down which life leads, he decided to 
remain in the Mecca of the technology industry which he liked so much.  
 
A PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANT 
After his MBA, Wens wasn’t sure if he wanted to be more technical or more business 
oriented, so he decided to straddle the middle ground with product development; the 
variety of new challenges excites him and he enjoys bridging both worlds. After product 
management positions at the likes of Optum Software, Escalate, and Yahoo, Wens turned 
to consulting. He loves devising solutions for different customers and appreciates the 
diversity of people and aspects of a project that he works with. Nothing brings him more 
satisfaction than a happy client.  
 
DEVISING DESIGN THINKING SOLUTIONS 
One of Wens’s greatest strengths is his ability to think conceptually. He approaches 
building a product as if creating a play; a solid requirements document (the script) is 
necessary to outline site maps and workflows, use cases (scenes) define the concept, and 
users (actors) bring it to life. All three must work well in concert to create a great product. 
To achieve this, Wens’s work is guided by a commitment to Design Thinking, a framework 
for devising solutions to real problems that is rooted in empathy for the end user. It’s 
imperative for a designer to put themselves in the shoes of the customer. He’s also a firm 
believer that ideas need time and space to germinate, and a full process of prototyping 
and testing is necessary to deliver the best possible product. His ability to simultaneously 
understand the business problems in need of solving, and deliver clear requirements that 
engineers can understand and act upon, make him a valuable asset to any client.  
 
AN ATHLETIC AND MUSICAL FATHER 
When he’s not working, Wens likes to stay active as much as possible. He’s an avid tennis 
player (~4 rating) and an enthusiastic skier, and he enjoys taking vacations that provide 
opportunities for one or the other. Additionally he enjoys honing his guitar skills with his 
band, Free Beer, and he has a taste for well scripted TV such as Breaking Bad. He’s also 
a family man who cherishes his down time with his children.  
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"At a time when we needed it most, 
Wens helped us get into shape quickly 
and efficiently to launch our new 
internet product. He independently 
performed customer visits on our 
behalf and represented us very 
professionally. His insightful analysis 
allowed our team to learn valuable 
lessons and come up with innovative 
solutions. His disciplined product 
management approach helped our 
team effectively prioritize features 
into a clear product roadmap. With 
his patient help, we implemented a 
solid operating rhythm for launching 
our product. I wholeheartedly 
recommend Wens as a consultant to 
any company who needs help with 
new product strategy, development 
and rollout to market."  
— Bernardine Wu | FitForCommerce 

WHAT OUR CLIENTS 
HAVE TO SAY ABOUT 
WENS GERDYMAN	  



CORE SKILLS 

Product Management 
Design Thinking 
eCommerce Strategy & Implementation 
Product Development Management 
Business Development 
 
RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

Arcadia Apps 
Co-founder of Arcadia Apps, a producer of interactive assessment apps and 
educational courseware for smart phones, tablets, and the web. Develop 
partnerships with America’s leading content developers and publishers to make the 
most effective digital learning experience. App and courseware platform enables 
reductions in the cost and time of creating and delivering interactive courses and 
assessment materials to market. 
 
Shopping.com 
Served as Group Product Manager for the Merchant/Advertiser systems, then as 
Principal Product Manager for the data syndication products’ API platform, which 
eventually accounted for a major portion of Shopping.com's revenue. Led the 
definition and launch of the new and improved API 2.0 platform, and launched the 
developer portal. 
 
WORK HISTORY 
 
Consultant: 2008-now 
eBay (Shopping.com): 2006-2008 
Yahoo: 2004-2006 
Escalate: 2002-2004 
Optum Software: 1997-2001 
Procter & Gamble: 1992-1995 
 
 CREDENTIALS  
MBA, Haas School of Business, University of California Berkeley 
BS, Electrical Engineering, University of Wisconsin-Madison 

MOST INTERESTING PLACE TO VISIT: Hawaii 
FAVORITE FOOD: Mohinga 
INSTRUMENT YOU MOST WANT TO MASTER: Guitar 
FAVORITE HOBBY: Tennis 
FAVORITE MOVIE: Léon: The Professional 


